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Abstract

Let R be a ring which is associative and its radical be N . A ring
R is called semilocal if R/N is semisimple. Mochizuki [5] studied the
double centralizer of a minimal faithful R-module for the hereditary QF-
3 algebra. Harada extended these results to left QF-3 and semi-primary
partially PP-rings by using his own terminology. In 1968 Colby and
Rutter applied their theory to extend some of the results for semiperfect
QF-3 and partially PP-ring. Now aim of this paper is to generalize these
results for semilocal QF-3 and partially PP-ring.
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Introduction

Firstly in 1948 Thrall defined QF-3 ring, and partially PP-ring was defined by
M. Harada in [7].

Let 1 = ΣEi be a decomposition of the identity of a semilocal ring R into a
sum of mutually orthogonal idempotents such that Ei modulo N is the identity
element of simple, component of R/N .

Let E ′
i, E

′
j are idempotent such that Ei

∼= E ′
i and Ej

∼= E ′
j . Let X ∈ EiREj ,

since REi
∼= RE′

j ∃ y′ ∈ E ′
iRE′

j such that Rx
∼= R′

y. A ring R is said to be
QF-3 ring if R has a minimal faithful left R-module. A ring R whose every
principal left ideal is R-projective is called a PP-ring, we call R a partially
PP-ring if Rx is R-projective, ∀ x ∈ EiREj . In [6] ring R is called p-connected
in case its every projective module is generator and if each left ideal of a ring
is projective then the ring is called left hereditary.

In [11], H.Y. Mochizuki, has shown that if R is a finite dimensional hered-
itary algebra over a field K and let e be a idempotent such that Be is faithful
projective injective left ideal of B. Then the following facts hold
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(i) Both the commutator algebra A = eBe and the double commutator
algebra B′ is semisimple

(ii) B′ is (B, B)-module which is both the left and right minimal injective of
B.

(iii) B is generalized uniserial algebra, i.e every indecomposable left and right
projective B module has a unique composition series.

Motivated by this M. Harada [8] proved that, if R is directly indecompos-
able and a left QF-3 ring and semi-primary partially PP ring. Then

(a) There exists a unique primitive idempotent e in R (up to isomorphism)
such that eN = 0 and every indecomposable left injective ideal is faithful
projective and isomorphic to Re. Furthermore R is right QF-3 ring.

(b) Let B = HomeRe(Re,Re), where Re is regarded as a right eRe module.
Then eRe is division ring and B = (eRe)n. B is a left and right injective
envelope of R as an R-module and B is a R-projective. Furthermore, if R
is a hereditary, then A is a generalized uniserial ring whose basic ring is
triangular matrices over a division ring.

In [5] R.R. Colby and A. Rutter, have shown that if R is semi perfect left
QF-3 and partially PP-ring. Then

(i) R contains an idempotent e such that Re is (isomorphic to) minimal
faithful left R-module furthermore, eN = 0 and if e′ is any primi-
tive idempotents of R such that e′N = 0 then Re′ is isomorphic to
summand of Re.

(ii) R is right QF-3

(iii) If Rf, f 2 = f ∈ R, is any faithful projective injective left ideal of
R and B = HomfRf (Rf , Rf), where Rf is regarded as right fRf -
module, then both eRe and B is semi-simple ring with minimum
condition. Furthermore, B is a left and right injective hull of R
regarded as an R-module and b is R-projective.

(iv) If R is left hereditary. Then R is generalized uniserial ring. In this
paper we have tried to extend these results for semilocal QF-3 and
partially PP rings.

The main theorem of the paper has been stated in four parts which is stated
as follows:
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Theorem 1 Suppose that R is semilocal left QF-3 and partially PP-ring then

(1) If R is p-connected then ∃ a primitive idempotent e in R such that Re is
projective injective and faithful left ideal. Furthermore eN = 0. If e′ is
primitive idempotent of R then Re is direct sum of copies of R′

e.

(2) Let B = HomeRe(Re,Re) where Re is regarded as a right eRe module then
β and eRe are semi-simple satisfying minimal condition. Furthermore β
is a right and left injective envelope as an R-module and β is projective.

(3) R is right QF-3 ring.

(4) If R is left hereditary then R is generalized uniserial ring.

Proposition 2 Let R is p-connected semilocal left QF-3 ring then there exist
an idempotent e such that every projective left ideal Re is isomorphic to the
direct sum of copies of Re′ where e′ is an idempotent of R.

This result was proved in [6].

Proof of part 1 Suppose {e1, e2, · · · , en} be a set of orthogonal primitive
idempotents of R. Let {δi; i = 1, · · · , n} be a set of distinct isomorphic class
of simple left R-modules Re1, · · · , Ren are projective injective and faithful R-
modules. Therefore Re1 + · · · + Ren is also projective injective and faithful
R-module. But injective envelope of (S1 + S2 + · · ·+ Sn) is E(S1 + · · · + Sn).

Since R is left QF-3 thus E

(
n⊕

i=1

Si

)
∼=

n⊕
i=1

E(Si) is projective (from [3]) and

Re1 ⊕ Re2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ren
∼= E(S1) ⊕ E(S2) ⊕ · · · ⊕ E(Sn).

Therefore Rei
∼= E(Si) ⇒ Rei is also indecomposable for each i. Here we

consider eiN = 0 ∀ i, since otherwise eiNej �= 0 for some j = 1, · · · , r which
gives Rei is isomorphic to a submodule of Nej ⊆ Rej . This is a contradiction
since Rei is injective and Rej is indecomposable. Thus eN = 0. Now from
prop.l, we have Re ∼= Re′ but R is partially PP-ring. Therefore Rx is R-
projective. Now by p-connectedness Rx is generator and

Rx ∼= Re′ ⇒ x ∼= e′ ⇒ x is primitive

but this contradicts the hypothesis that x ∈ EiREj and x �= 0 thus only
Re ∼= Re′ is true and this proves the first part of the theorem.

Lemma 3 Suppose R is semilocal left QF-3 ring which has a projective, in-
jective left R-module then HomR(RE, RE) is semisimple.

Proof This lemma was proved by H.Y. Mochizuki [11] for hereditary QF-3
algebra. Now it also holds for semilocal QF-3 ring.
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Here RE is projective, injective left R-module. Left socle l(RE) of RE is
projective. RE is minimal injective of l(RE). Therefore exact sequence

(0) → l(RE) → RE → RE/l(RE) → 0.

Taking Homomorphism into RE, we get the exact sequence
(0) = Hom(RE/l(RE), RE) → HomR(RE, RE) → HomR(l(RE),R E) → 0 for
each f ∈ HomR(l(RE), RE), f(l(RE)) ⊆ l(RE) Now we get an isomorphism
between HomR(l(RE), RE) to HomR(l(RE), l(RE)).

Now define a map μ ◦ λ : HomR(RE, RE) → HomR(l(RE), l(RE)) is an
isomorphism. This is true for isomorphism of algebra so it is also true for
isomorphism of rings. l(RE) is a direct sum of simple R-modules. There-
fore HomR(l(RE), l(RE)) is semisimple ring with minimum condition. Thus
HomR(RE, RE) is semisimple and has a minimum condition.

Proof of part 2. Let Q = HomR(RE, RE) be a semisimple ring with min-
imum condition. From above lemma since RE is a finite sum of simple R-
modules from [4]. But Re is a direct sum of finite left simple R-modules also

RE ∼= Re.

Thus

B = HomeRe(Re,Re)

= HomeRe(RE, RE) = Q

= HomeQe(Qe,Qe) (1)

Since RF is faithful left ideal of R so Qe is faithful left ideal of θ. From (1)

Re ∼= Qe ∼= RE.

Now we show that RE is R-injective. Let I be any ideal of R and λ : I → RE
be an R-homomorphism.

If

I = {ai | i = 1, 2, · · · , n}
Q = {qi | i = 1, 2, · · · , n}

such that

Σaiqi = 1.

and let a mapping λ̄ : IQ → RE with

λ̄(Σaiqi) = Σλ(ai)qi.
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Then for any re ∈ Re, qire ∈ Qe = Re and so

λ(re) = λ(Σ(aiqi)re)

= (Σλ(ai)qire)

= (Σλ(ai)qi)re

= λ̄(re) = 0 (since QRe is faithful)

So λ̄ is well defined Q-homomorphism of IQ into E. IQ is direct summand of

QQ, ∃ s ∈ E such that

λ̄(t) = st ∀ t ∈ IQ. (2)

Take any a ∈ I,

λ(a) = λ(1.a)

= λ(Σ(aiqi)a)

= Σλ(ai)qiλ(a)

= λ(ai)qisa

= (siaiq1)sa + (s2a2q2)sa + · · · + (snanqn)sa

= ((s1aiq1s) + (s2a2q2s) + · · ·+ (snqnqns))a

(where s1, s2, · · · , sn ∈ E)

λ(a) = s′a

Again taking

λ̄(a) = λ̄(Σ(aiqi)a)

= λ̄(Σaiqi)λ̄(a)

= Σλ(ai)qisa

= λ(a) = s′a

⇒ λ̄(a) = λ(a) = s′a.

and so λ̄ is extension of λ
⇒R E is injective as an R-module and R-projective. Thus B is projective and
injective R-module. From [11] lemma 2.5 B is essential over R thus B is also
essential over E(R) for which minimal injective of R is projective therefore B
is injective hull of R regarded as an R-module.

R is right QF-3 ring

From above statement Re is projective injective and faithful left ideal of R.
But from the 2. result eRe is semisimple right ideal of R and ReR is a right
socle of R and contains only finite number of isomorphism class of simple right
R-modules which is faithful projective injective right ideal of R. Therefore R
is right QF-3 ring.
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Lemma 4 If R is hereditary semilocal left QF-3 ring with a indecomposable,
projective, injective left B-module E. Then E has a unique composition series.

Proof Let R is hereditary semilocal left QF-3 ring and N be the radical of
R. Let E be injective envelope of R which is isomorphic to Re. Therefore
E is projective injective and has a unique maximal submodule and unique
minimal submodule namely NE and the socle l(E) of E respectively but R is
hereditary. Therefore NE, being a submodule of a projective is also projective
and so NE has the same unique minimal submodule as E and is therefore
indecomposable NE has a unique maximal submodule n2E.

Continuing this way, we get for each I for which N iE �= (0), N iEl(E) or
N iE has u unique maximal submodule N i+1E �= (0). Let (0) = E0 < E1 ⊂
E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Em = E be a composition series for E. Here N iE = Em−i, i =
0, 1, · · · , m where NmE = (0) and NmE ⊂ Nm−1E ⊂ · · · ⊂ NE ⊂ N◦E = Em

which is unique composition series.

Lemma 5 E(P ) is minimal injective of indecomposable projective left R-module
P is indecomposable.

Proof. This result was proved by H.Y. Mochizuki [11].

Proof of part 4. Consider R is left hereditary. Now first to shown that is
right hereditary. From [2] it is true that P is projective over semilocal ring
with radical N then NP �= P ⇒ P = (0). Now we have Re is projective left
ideal generated by e (idempotent). Now form a series Re ⊇ Ne ⊇ N1e ⊇
N2e ⊇ · · · ⊇ N le ⊇ · · · which is a decreasing sequence over eRe submodules
of Re. But Re is finitely generated i.e. N le = N l+1e = · · · . But submodule
of projective module Re are projective therefore N le is projective where i =
1, 2, · · · .

Now applying Bass’s result:

N(N le) = 0

⇒ N l+1e = N le = 0 ⇒ N l = 0 for a positive integer l.

Thus N is nilpotent. Thus R is semiprivate ring and hence also right hereditary.
Now we have only to show that R is generalized uniserial ring. From thm 1
every projective injective faithful module can be embedded into direct sum
of copies of Re. E(P ) is direct summand of this direct sum then E(P ) is
projective.

By Lemmas 2 and 3 we know that E(P ) is uniserial, generalized and inde-
composable. Now define a mapping between

λ : N lE → N lg

⇒ λ(nlx) = nlg
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where N lg �= 0 and g2 = g, N lg is submodule of primitive left ideal Rg.
This mapping is monomorphic, now to show that

Ker(λ) = 0

λ(nlx) = 0

⇒ nlg = 0

⇒ nl = 0

⇒ nlx = 0

Thus

Ker(λ) = 0

⇒ N lE ∼= N lg

⇒ EL−1
∼= N lg

But E is indecomposable and has a unique composition series therefore N lg
has unique composition series and indecomposable R-submodule of Rg.

Thus R is generalized uniserial ring.
By adding the four results proof of main theorem is complete.
Now we know that a semiperfect ring is a semilocal ring but converse is

not true.
Here we give a lemma which is stated as follows:

Lemma 6 Let R be a ring which is semiperfect then R is p-connected semilocal
ring.

Proof. Suppose that R is semiperfect implies that R is semilocal then only
to show that R is p-connected. By 27.6 of [1] R has a complete set of orthog-
onal idempotents {e1, e2, · · · , en} with each eiRei is local ring i.e. eRe is local
ring for any idempotent e ∈ R. from example 23.2 of [12], R ≡ Mn(eRe) is
semiperfect. Since eRe is local so any f.g. projective module is free (from 19.29
[12]).

Thus R is full matrix ring over local ring whose projective left modules are
all free. From Corollary 2 of [6] R is p-connected.

Corollary 7 Let R be a semi-perfect left QF-3 and partially PP-ring.

(1) R contains an idempotent e such that Re is (isomorphic to) the minimal
faithful left R-module. Furthermore eN = 0 and if e′ is any primitive
idempotent of R such that e′N = 0 then Re′ is isomorphic to a summand
of Re.

(2) R is right QF-3 ring.
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(3) If Rf ,f 2 = f is any faithful projective, injective left ideal of R and β =
HomFRF (Rf, Rf), where Rf is regarded as a right fRf module, then both
eRe and B are semisimple rings with minimum condition. Furthermore,
B is the left and right injective hull of R regarded as an R-module and B
is R-projective.

(4) If R is left hereditary then R is generalized uniserial ring.
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